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1. Introduction
In an early future communication services will be accessed by mobile devices through
heterogeneous wireless networks given by the integration of the radio access technologies
(RATs) covering the user area, including, for instance, WiMAX and WLANs. Today, except
for rare cases, it is a choice of the user when and how using one RAT instead of the others:
for example, WiFi based WLANs (IEEE-802.11, 2005) would be the favorite choice if available
with no charge, while WiMAX or cellular technologies could be the only possibility in outdoor
scenarios.
The automatic selection of the best RAT, taking into account measured signal levels and
quality-of-service requirements, is the obvious next step, and it has somehow already begun
with modern cellular phones, that are equipped with both 2G and 3G technologies: depending
on the radio conditions they are able to seamlessly switch from one access technology to the
other following some adaptation algorithms. Indeed, all standardization bodies forecast the
interworking of heterogeneous technologies and thus put their efforts into this issue: IEEE
802.21 (IEEE802.21, 2010), for instance, is being developed by IEEE to provide a protocol
layer for media independent handovers; IEEE 802.11u (IEEE802.11u, 2011) was introduced as
an amendment to the IEEE 802.11 standard to add features for the interworking with other
RATs, and the unlicensed mobile access (UMA) and its evolutions have been included as
part of 3GPP speciﬁcations ((3GPP-TS-43.318, 2007) and (3GPP-TR-43.902, 2007)) to enable
the integration of cellular technologies and other RATs.
It appears clear that the joint usage of available RATs will be a key feature in future wireless
systems, although it poses a number of critical issues mainly related to the architecture of
future heterogeneous networks, to security aspects, to the signalling protocols, and to the
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multi radio resource management (MRRM) strategies to be adopted in order to take advantage
of the multi-access capability.
Focusing on MRRM, the problem is how to effectively exploit the increased amount of
resources in order to improve the overall quality-of-service provided to users, for instance
reducing the blocking probability or increasing the perceived throughput.
Most studies on this topic assume that the generic user equipment (UE) is connected to
one of the available RATs at a time, and focus the investigation on the detection of smart
strategies for the optimum RAT choice, that is, for the optimum RAT selection and RAT
modiﬁcation (also called vertical handover); for example in (Fodor et al., 2004) the overall
number of admitted connections is increased by taking into account the effectiveness of the
various RATs to support speciﬁc services; the same result is also achieved in (Bazzi, 2010)
by giving a higher priority to those RATs with smaller coverage, and in (Song et al., 2007) by
using a load balancing approach.
Besides considering the different RATs as alternative solutions for the connection set-up, their
parallel use is also envisioned, in order to take advantage of the multi-radio transmission
diversity (MRTD) (Dimou et al., 2005) (Sachs et al., 2004), which consists in the splitting of
the data ﬂow over more than one RAT, according to somehow deﬁned criteria. Different
approaches have been proposed to this scope, having different layers of the protocol stack in
mind: acting at higher layers, on the basis of the trafﬁc characteristics, entails a lower capacity
to promptly follow possible link level variations, whereas an approach at lower layers requires
particular architectural solutions. In (Luo et al., 2003) the generation of different data ﬂows at
the application layer for video transmission or web-browsing (base video layer/enhanced
video layer and main objects/in line objects, respectively) is proposed: the most important
ﬂow is then served through the most reliable link, such as a cellular connection, while
the secondary ﬂow is transmitted through a cheaper connection, such as a WiFi link. In
(Hsieh & Sivakumar, 2005), separation is proposed at the transport layer, using one TCP
connection per RAT. A transport layer solution is also proposed in (Iyengar et al., 2006),
that introduces the concurrent multipath transfer (CMT) protocol based on the multihoming
stream control transmission protocol (SCTP). A network level splitting is supposed in
(Chebrolu & Rao, 2006; Dimou et al., 2005), and (Bazzi et al., 2008). Coming down through
the protocol stack, a data-link frame distribution over two links (WiFi and UMTS) is proposed
in (Koudouridis et al., 2005) and (Veronesi, 2005). At the physical layer, band aggregation is
supposed for OFDM systems (for example, in (Batra et al., 2004) with reference to UWB) and
other solutions that sense the available spectrum and use it opportunistically are envisioned
in cognitive radios (Akyildiz et al., 2006).
Hereafter both the alternative and the parallel use of two RATs will be considered. In
particular, a scenario with a point of access (PoA) providing both WiMAX and WiFi coverage
will be investigated, and the performance level experienced by “dual-mode users” is assessed
considering the three following MRRM strategies:
• autonomous RAT switching: the RAT to be used for transmission is selected on the basis of
measurements (e.g, received power strength) carried out locally by the transmitter, hence
with a partial knowledge of RATs’status;
• assisted RAT switching: the RAT to be used for transmission is selected not only on the
basis of local measurements, but also on the basis of information exchanged with MRRM
entities;
• parallel transmission: each UE connects at the same time to both RATs.
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This chapter is organized as follows: the investigation outline, with assumptions,
methodology and considered performance metric, is reported in Section 2; Section 3 and
Section 4 introduce and discuss the MRRM strategies for multiple RATs integration; numerical
results are shown in Section 5, with particular reference to the performance of an integrated
WiFi-WiMAX network; the ﬁnal conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2. Investigation assumptions and methodology
Architectural issues
From the viewpoint of the network architecture, the simplest solution for heterogeneous
networks integration is the so-called “loose coupling”: different networks are connected
through gateways, still maintaining their independence. This scenario, that is based on the
mobile IP paradigm, is only a little step ahead the current situation of completely independent
RATs; in this case guaranteeing seamless (to the end user) handovers between two RATs
is very difﬁcult, due to high latencies, and the use of multiple RATs at the same time is
unrealistic.
At the opposite side there is the so-called “tight-coupling”: in this case different RATs are
connected to the same controller and each of them supports a different access modality to the
same “core network”. This solution requires new network entities and is thus signiﬁcantly
more complex; on the other hand it allows fast handovers and also parallel use of multiple
RATs. For the sake of completeness, therefore, the scenario here considered consists of a
tight-coupled heterogeneous network, that, for the scope of this chapter, integrates WiMAX
and WiFi RATs.
Technologies. As already discussed, here the focus is on a WiMAX and WiFi heterogeneous
network, where the following choices and assumptions have been made for the two RATs:
• WiMAX. We considered the IEEE802.16e WirelessMAN-OFDMA version (IEEE802.16e,
2006) operating with 2048 OFDM subcarriers and a channelization bandwidth of 7MHz
in the 3.5GHz band; the time division duplexing (TDD) scheme was adopted as well as a
frame duration of 10ms and a 2:1 downlink:uplink asymmetry rate of the TDD frame.
• WiFi. The IEEE802.11a technology (IEEE802.11a, 1999) has been considered at the physical
level of the WLAN, thus a channelization bandwidth of 20 MHz in the 5 GHz band and
a nominal transmission rate going from 6 Mb/s to 54 Mb/s have been assumed. At the
MAC layer we considered the IEEE802.11e enhancement (IEEE802.16e, 2006), that allows
the quality-of-service management.
Service and performance metric. The main objective of this chapter is to derive and compare
the performance provided by a WiFi-WiMAX integrated network when users equipped with
dual-mode terminals perform downlink best effort connections. The performance metric we
adopted is the throughput provided by the integrated WiFi-WiMAX network. As we focused
our attention, in particular, on best effort trafﬁc, we assumed that the TCP protocol is adopted
at the transport layer and we derived, as performance metric, the TCP layer throughput
perceived by the ﬁnal user performing a multiple RATs download.
Let us observe, now, that several TCP versions are available nowadays; it is worth noting, on
this regard, that the choice of the particular TCP version working in the considered scenario
is not irrelevant when the parallel transmission strategy is adopted. For this reason in Section
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4 the issue of interactions between the TCP protocol and the parallel transmission strategy is
faced, and the expected throughput is derived.
Investigation methodology. Results have been obtained partly analytically and partly
through simulations, adopting the simulation platform SHINE that has been developed in
the framework of several research projects at WiLab. The aim of SHINE is to reproduce
the behavior of RATs, carefully considering all aspects related to each single layer of the
protocol stack and all characteristics of a realistic environment. This simulation tool, described
in (Bazzi et al., 2006), has been already adopted, for example, in (Andrisano et al., 2005) to
investigate an UMTS-WLAN heterogeneous network with a RAT switching algorithm for voice
calls.
MRRM Strategies. In this chapter the three previously introduced MRRM strategies are
investigated:
• autonomous RAT switching;
• assisted RAT switching;
• parallel transmission.
In the case of the autonomous RAT switching strategy, the decision on the RAT to be adopted
for data transmission is taken only considering signal-quality measurements carried out by
the transmitter. This the simplest solution: the RAT providing the highest signal-quality is
chosen, no matter the fact that, owing to different trafﬁc loads, the other RAT could provide a
higher throughout.
As far as the assisted RAT switching is concerned, we assumed that an entity performing MRRM
at the access network side periodically informs the multi-mode UE about the throughput
that can be provided by the different RATs, which is estimated by the knowledge of the
signal-quality, the amount of users, the scheduling policy, etc. This entails that in the case of
UE initiated connections, the UE has a complete knowledge of the expected uplink throughput
over the different RATs. In the case of network initiated connections all information is
available at the transmitter side, hence the expected downlink throughput is already known.
The parallel transmission strategy, at last, belongs to the class of MRTD strategy, that acts
scheduling the transmission of data packets over multiple independent RATs. This task can
be accomplished either duplicating each packet, in order to have redundant links carrying
the same information, or splitting the packet ﬂow into disjointed sub-ﬂows transmitted
by different RATs. In this chapter we considered the latter solution, that is, the parallel
transmission “without data duplication” modality. We made the (realistic) assumption
that the entity performing MRRM is periodically informed on the number of IP packets
transmitted by each technology as well as on the number of IP packets still waiting (in the
data-link layer queues) to be transmitted; by the knowledge of these parameters a decision
on the trafﬁc distribution over the two RATs is taken, as detailed later on. Let us observe
that this assumption is not critical since the entity performing MRRM and the front-end of the
jointly used RATs are on the same side of the radio link, thus no radio resource is wasted for
signalling messages.

3. RAT switching strategies
The adoption of RAT switching strategies (both the autonomous RAT switching and the assisted
RAT switching) does not require signiﬁcant modiﬁcations in the in the PoA/UE behavior
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except for what concerns vertical handovers. When a dual-mode (or multi-mode) UE or the
PoA somehow select the favorite RAT, then they act exactly as in a single RAT scenario. Most
of the research effort is thus on the vertical handovers management, in order to optimize
the resource usage, maintaining an adequate quality-of-service and acting seamlessly (i.e.,
automatically and without service interruptions).
Although the tight coupling architecture is with no doubt the best solution to allow prompt
and efﬁcient vertical handovers, also loose coupling can be used. In the latter case some
advanced technique must be implemented in order to reduce the packet losses during
handovers: for example, packets duplication over the two technologies during handovers
is proposed for voice calls in (Ben Ali & Pierre, 2009), for video streaming applications in
(Cunningham et al., 2004), and for TCP data transfers in (Naoe et al., 2007) and (Wang et al.,
2007). (Rutagemwa et al., 2007) and (Huang & Cai, 2006) suggest to use the old connection in
downlink until the base-station’s queue is emptied while the new connection is already being
used for the uplink. Since the issue of vertical handover is besides the scope of this work,
hereafter vertical handovers are assumed to be possible and seamless to the end user.
Independently on how multiple RATs are connected and how the vertical handover is
performed, there must be an entity in charge of the selection of the best RAT. A number
of metrics can be used to this aim, such as, for instance, the perceived signal level or the
trafﬁc load of the various RATs. The easiest way to implement a RAT switching mechanism
is that each transmitter (at the PoA and the UE) performs some measurements on its own and
then selects what it thinks is the best RAT. This way, no information concerning MRRM is
exchanged between the UE and the network.
Let us observe, however, that the PoA and the UE have a different knowledge on RAT’s status:
the PoA knows both link conditions (through measurements of the received signal levels, for
instance) and trafﬁc loads of each RAT; the UE, on the contrary, can only measure the link
conditions. It follows that without an information exchange between the PoA and the UE,
the RAT choice made by the UE (in case of UE initiated connection) could be wrong, owing to
unbalanced trafﬁc loads. We deﬁne this simple, yet not optimal, MRRM strategy as autonomous
RAT switching.
A more efﬁcient MRRM is possible if some signalling protocol is available for the exchange of
information between the UE and the PoA; a possible implementation could relay, for example,
on the already mentioned IEEE 802.21 standard, as done for example in (Lim et al., 2009). The
MRRM strategy hereafter denoted as assisted RAT switching, assumes that the PoA informs the
UE of the throughput that can be guaranteed by each RAT, taking into account also the actual
load of the network. It is obviously expected that the increased complexity allows a better
distribution of UEs over the various RATs.

4. Parallel transmission strategy
From the viewpoint of network requirements, the adoption of the parallel transmission strategy
is more demanding with respect to the two RAT switching strategies above discussed.
In this case, in fact, the optimal trafﬁc distribution between the different RATs must be
continuously derived, on the basis of updated information on their status. It follows
that interactions between the entity performing the MRRM and the front-end of the RATs
should be as fast as possible, thus making the tight coupling architecture the only realistic
architectural solution. Apart from the need of updated information, the loose coupling
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architecture would introduce relevant differences in the delivery time of packets transmitted
over the different technologies, thus causing reordering/buffering problems at the receiver.
Indeed, also in the case of tight coupling architecture, the different delivery delays that the
parallel transmission strategy causes on packets transmitted by different RATs conﬂict with the
TCP behavior.
For this reason in the following subsections the issue of interactions between the TCP and the
parallel transmission strategy is thoroughly discussed.
4.1 TCP issues

The most widespread versions of the TCP protocol (e.g., New Reno (NR) TCP
(Floyd & Henderson, 1999)) work at best when packets are delivered in order or, at least, with
a sporadic disordering. A frequent out-of-order delivery of TCP packets originates, in fact,
useless duplicates of transport layer acknowledgments; after three duplicates a packet loss is
supposed by the transport protocol and the Fast Recovery - Fast Retransmit phase is entered
at the transmitter side.
This causes a signiﬁcant reduction of the TCP congestion-window size and, as a consequence,
a reduction of the throughput achievable at the transport layer.
This aspect of the TCP behavior has been deeply investigated in the literature (e.g.
(Bennett et al., 1999) and (Mehta & Vaidya, 1997)) and modern communication systems, such
as WiMAX, often include a re-ordering entity at the data-link layer of the receiver in order to
prevent possible performance degradation.
Let us observe, now, that when the parallel transmission strategy is adopted, each RAT works
autonomously at data-link and physical layers, with no knowledge of other active RATs.
During the transmission phase, in fact, the packets ﬂow coming from the upper layers is split
into sub-ﬂows that are passed to the different data-link layer queues of the active RATs and
then transmitted independently one of the others.
It follows that the out-of-order delivery of packets and the consequent performance
degradation are very likely, owing to possible differences of the queues occupation levels as
well as of the medium access strategies and to the transmission rates of active RATs.
The independency of the different RATs makes very difﬁcult, however, to perform a frame
reordering at the data-link layer of the receiver and, at the same time, it would be preferable
to avoid, for the sake of simplicity, the introduction of an entity that collects and reorders TCP
packets coming from different RATs. For this reason, the adoption of particular versions of
TCP, especially designed to solve this problem, is advisable in multiple RATs scenarios.
Here we considered the adoption of the Delayed Duplicates New Reno version of
TCP (DD-TCP) (Mehta & Vaidya, 1997), which simply delays the transmission of TCP
acknowledgments when an out-of-order packet is received, hoping that the missing packet
is already on the ﬂy.
The DD-TCP differs from the NR-TCP only at the receiving side of the transport layer
peer-to-peer communication; this implies that the NR-TCP can be maintained at the
transmitter side. Thus, this solution could be adopted, at least, on multi-mode user terminals,
where the issue of out-of-order packet delivery is more critical owing to the higher trafﬁc load
that usually characterizes the downlink phase.
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Fig. 1. Representation of the TCP mechanism.
The above introduced critical aspects of the TCP protocol and its interaction with the MRRM
strategy in the case of parallel transmission are further investigated in the following, where an
analytical model of the throughput experienced by the ﬁnal user is derived.
Let us consider, to this aim, an heterogeneous network which is in general constituted by
RATs whose characteristics could be very different in terms, for instance, of medium access
strategies and transmission rates.
It is straightforward to understand that, in the case of parallel transmission, the random
distribution of packets with uniform probability over the different RATs would hardly be the
best solution. Indeed, to fully exploit the availability of multiple RATs and get the best from
the integrated access network, an efﬁcient MRRM strategy must be designed, able to properly
balance the trafﬁc distribution over the different access technologies.
In order to clarify this statement, a brief digression on the TCP protocol behavior is reported
hereafter, starting from a simple metaphor.
Let us represent the application layer queue as a big basin (in the following, big basin) ﬁlled
with water that represents the data to be transmitted (see Fig. 1-a). Another, smaller, basin (in
the following, small basin) represents, instead, the data path from the source to the receiver:
the size of the data-link layer queue can be represented by the small basin size and the
transmission speed by the width of the hole at the small basin bottom.
In this representation the TCP protocol works like a tap controlling the amount of water to be
passed to the small basin in order to prevent overﬂow events (a similar metaphor is used, for
example, in (Tanenbaum, 1996)). It follows that the water ﬂow exiting from the tap represents
the TCP layer throughput and the water ﬂow exiting from the small basin represents the
data-link layer throughput.
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Fig. 2. Representation of the TCP mechanism with parallel transmission over two RATs.
As long as the small basin is characterized by a wide hole, as depicted in Fig. 1-b, the tap
can increase the water ﬂow, reﬂecting the fact that when a high data-link layer throughput
is provided by the communication link, the TCP layer throughput can be correspondingly
increased.
When, on the contrary, a small hole (→ a low data-link layer throughput) is detected, the tap
(→ the TCP protocol) reduces the water ﬂow (→ the TCP layer throughput), as described in
Fig. 1-c. This way, the congestion control is performed and the saturation of the data-link
layer queues is avoided.
Now the question is: what happens when two basins (that is, two RATs) are available instead
of one and the water ﬂow is equally split between them?
Having in mind that the tap has to prevent the overﬂow of either of the two small basins, it
is easy to understand that, in the presence of two small basins with the same hole widths, the
tap could simply double the water ﬂow, as depicted in Fig. 2-a.
In the presence of a small basin with a hole wider than the other (see Fig. 2-b), on the other
hand, the tap behavior is inﬂuenced by the small basin characterized by the lower emptying
rate (the leftmost one in Fig. 2-b), which is the most subject to overﬂow. This means that
the availability of a further “wider holed” basin is not fully exploited in terms of water ﬂow
increase. Reasoning in terms of TCP protocol, in fact, the congestion window moves following
the TCP layer acknowledgments related to packets received in the correct order. This means
that, as long as a gap is present in the received packet sequence (one or more packets are
missing because of a RAT slower than the other), the congestion window does not move at
the transmitter side, thus reducing the throughput provided.
Coming back to the water ﬂow metaphor, it is immediate to understand that, in order to
fully exploit the availability of the further, “more performing”, small basin, the water ﬂow
splitting modality must be modiﬁed in such a way that the water in the two small basins is
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kept at almost the same level (see Fig. 2-c). This consideration introduces in our metaphor the
concept of resource management, which is represented in Fig. 2-c by the presence of a valve
which dynamically changes the sub-ﬂows discharge.
This concept, translated in the telecommunication-correspondent MRRM concept, will be
thoroughly worked out in Section 4.4. To do this, however, an analytical formulation of the
expected throughput in the case of multiple RATs adopting the parallel transmission strategy is
needed, which is reported in the following subsection.
4.2 Throughput analytical derivation

Starting from the above reported considerations, we can derive a simple analytical framework
to model the average throughput T perceived by the ﬁnal user in the case of two
heterogeneous RATs, denoted in the following as RATA and RATB , managed by an MRRM
entity which splits the packet ﬂow between RATA and RATB with probabilities PA and
PB = 1 − PA , respectively.
Focusing the attention on a generic user, let us denote with Ti the maximum data-link layer
throughput supported by RATi in the direction of interest (uplink or downlink), given the
particular conditions (signal quality, network load due to other users, ...) experienced by the
user. Dealing with a dual mode user, we will denote with TA and TB the above introduced
metric referred to RATA and RATB respectively.
Let us assume that a block of N transport layer packets of B bits has to be transmitted and
let us denote with O the amount of overhead bits added by protocol layers from transport
to data-link. After the MRRM operation the N packet ﬂow is split into two sub-ﬂows of, in
average, N · PA and N · PB packets, which are addressed to RATA and RATB .
It follows that, in average, RATA and RATB empty their queues in D A =
DB =

N ·( B +O )· PB
TB

N ·( B +O )· PA
TA

and

seconds, respectively.

Thus, the whole N packets block is delivered in a time interval that corresponds to the longest
between D A and DB .
This means that the average TCP layer throughput provided by the integrated access network
to the ﬁnal user can be expressed as:

T=



N·B
DA
N·B
DB

=
=

TA
PA ξ
TB
PB ξ

when D A > DB , that is when TPAA < TPBB ;
in the opposite case, when TPAA ≥ TPBB ,

(1)



(2)

or, in a more compact way, as:
T = min



TA ξ TB ξ
,
PA PB

,

where the factor ξ = B/( B + O) takes into account the degradation due to the overhead
introduced by protocol layers from transport to data-link.
Let us observe, now, that the term TA ξ/PA of (2) is a monotonic increasing function of PB =
1 − PA , while the term TB ξ/PB is monotonically decreasing with PB .
Since

TA
PA

<

TB
PB

when PB tends to 0 and

TA
PA

>

TB
PB

when PB tends to 1, it follows that the

maximum TCP layer throughput Tmax is achieved when
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( max )

PA = PA

=

TA
,
TA + TB

(3)

and consequently
( max )

PB = PB
( max )

having denoted with PA

( max )

and PB

( max )

= 1 − PA

=

TB
,
TA + TB

(4)

the values of PA and PB that maximize T.

Recalling (2), the maximum TCP layer throughput is immediately derived as:
Tmax = min



TA ξ TB ξ
,
PA PB



( max)
PA = P
A

= ( TA + TB )ξ,

(5)

thus showing that a TCP layer throughput as high as the sum of the single TCP layer
throughputs can be achieved.
Eqs. (3) and (4) show that an optimal choice of PA and PB is possible, in principle, on condition
that accurate and updated values of the data-link layer throughput TA and TB are known (or,
equivalently, accurate and updated values of the TCP layer throughput TA ξ and TB ξ).
4.3 Parallel transmission strategy: Throughput model validation

In order to validate the above described analytical framework, a simulative investigation has
been carried out considering the integration of a WiFi RAT and a WiMAX RAT, which interact
according to the parallel transmission strategy.
The user is assumed located near the PoA that hosts both the WiMAX base station and the
WiFi access point, thus perceiving a high signal-to-noise ratio.
Packets are probabilistically passed by the MRRM entity to the WiFi data-link/physical layers
with probability PWiFi (which corresponds to PA in the general analytical framework) and to
the WiMAX data-link/physical layers with probability 1 − PWiFi (which corresponds to PB in
the general analytical framework), both in the uplink and in the downlink.
The simulations outcomes are reported in Fig. 3, where the average throughput perceived at
the TCP layer is shown as a function of PWiFi (see the curve marked with the circles).
In the same ﬁgure we also reported the average throughput predicted by (2), assuming TA ξ
referred to the WiFi RAT and TB ξ to the WiMAX RAT.
The values of TA ξ and TB ξ adopted in (2) have been derived by means of simulations for each
one of the considered technologies, obtaining TWiFi = TA ξ = 18.53 Mb/s and TWiMAX =
TB ξ = 12.76 Mb/s.
With reference to Fig. 3, let us observe, ﬁrst of all, the very good matching between the
simulation results and the analytical curves derived from (2), which conﬁrms the accuracy
( max )

= PWiFi = 0.59
of the whole framework. Moreover, from (3) and (5) it is easy to derive PA
and Tmax = 31.29 Mb/s, in perfect agreement with the coordinates of the maximum that can
be observed in the curve reported in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. TCP layer throughput provided by a WiFi-WiMAX heterogeneous network, as a
function of the probability that the packet is transferred through the WiFi.
Let us observe, moreover, the rapid throughput degradation resulting from an uncorrect
choice of PWiFi . This means that the correct assessment of PWiFi heavily impacts the system
performance.
4.4 Traffic-management strategy

The results reported in Fig. 3 showed that in the case of parallel transmission the random
distribution of packets with uniform probability over the two technologies is not the best
solution. On the contrary, to fully exploit the availability of multiple RATs, an efﬁcient
trafﬁc-management strategy must be designed, able to properly balance the trafﬁc distribution
over the different access technologies.
In order to derive the throughput realistically provided to the ﬁnal user adopting the parallel
transmission strategy, we must therefore check whether the optimum trafﬁc balance can be
actually achieved or not. In other words, we need to check whether a really effective
trafﬁc-management strategy, allowing the user terminal to automatically “tune and track”
the optimal trafﬁc distribution, exists or not.
For this reason we conceived an original trafﬁc-management strategy, that we called Smoothed
Transmissions over Pending Packets (Smooth-Tx/Qu), that works as follows: packets are always
passed to the technology with the higher ratio between the number of packets transmitted up
to the present time and the number of packets waiting in the data-link queue; thus, system
queues are kept ﬁlled proportionally to the transmission speed. The number of transmitted
packets is halved every Thal f seconds (in our simulations we adopted Thal f = 0.125 s) in
order to reduce the impact of old transmissions, thus improving the achieved performance in
a scenario where transmission rates could change (due to users mobility, for instance).
The performance of such strategy have been investigated evaluating the throughput
experienced by a single user in a scenario consisting of a heterogeneous access network with
one IEEE802.11a-WiMAX PoA. Transmission eirp of 20 dBm and 40 dBm have been assumed
for IEEE802.11a and WiMAX, respectively. The throughput provided by each technology
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Fig. 5. WiFi-WiMAX heterogeneous networks. TCP layer throughput varying the distance of
the user from the access point/base station, for different MRRM schemes. No mobility.
within the area of overlapped coverage is depicted in Fig. 4, where the couple ( x, y)
represents the user’s coordinates.
The user is performing an inﬁnite ﬁle download and does not change its position. The
outcomes of this investigation are reported in Fig. 5, that shows the average perceived TCP
layer throughput as a function of the distance from the PoA.
Before discussing the results reported in Fig. 5, a preliminary note on the considered distance
range (0 − 30 m) is needed.
Let us observe, ﬁrst of all, that WiMAX is a long range communications technology, with
a coverage range in the order of kilometers. Nonetheless, since our focus is on the
heterogeneous WiFi-WiMAX access network, we must consider coverage distances in the
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WiFi only WiMAX only Smooth
Tx/Qu

1 Still, near the PoA

18.53

12.76

32.37

2 Still, 30 m far from the PoA

3.81

12.76

16.40

3 Moving away at 1 m/s, starting from the PoA

11.83

12.76

25.01

4 Near the PoA for half sim., then 30 m far away

10.04

12.61

21.03

Table 1. TCP layer average throughput. Single user, 1 WiFi access point and 1 WiMAX base
station co-located. 10 seconds simulated.
order of few dozens of meters (i.e., the coverage range of a WiFi), where both RATS are
available; for this reason the x-axis of Fig. 5 ranges from 0 to 30 meters.
The different curves of Fig. 5 refer, in particular, to the trafﬁc-management strategy above
described and, for comparison, to the cases of a single WiFi RAT and of a single WiMAX RAT.
Of course, when considering the case of a single WiMAX RAT, the throughput perceived by
an user located in the region of interest is always at the maximum achievable level, as shown
by the ﬂat curve in Fig. 5. As expected, on the contrary, the throughput provided by WiFi in
the same range of distances rapidly decreases for increasing distances.
The most important result reported in Fig. 5, however, is related to the upper curve, that
refers to the previously described trafﬁc-management strategy when applied in the considered
heterogeneous WiFi-WiMAX network. As can be immediately observed, the throughput
provided by this strategy is about the sum of those provided by each single RAT, which proves
the effectiveness of the proposed trafﬁc-management strategy.
The impact of the user’s position and mobility has also been investigated: the results are
reported in Table 1 and are related to four different conditions:
1. the user stands still near the PoA (optimal signal reception),
2. the user stands still at 30 m from the access PoA (optimal WiMAX signal, but medium
quality WiFi signal),
3. the user moves away from the PoA at a speed of 1 m/s (low mobility),
4. the user stands still near the PoA for half the simulation time, then it moves
instantaneously 30 m far away (reproducing the effect of a high speed mobility).
Results are shown for the above described trafﬁc-management strategy as well as for the
benchmark scenarios with a single WiFi RAT and a single WiMAX RAT and refer to the
average (over the 10 s simulated time interval) throughput perceived in each considered case.
As can be observed the proposed strategy provide satisfying performance in all cases, thus
showing that the optimum trafﬁc balance between the different RATs can be achieved.

5. Performance comparison
In the previous section we derived the throughput provided to a single user when the
parallel transmission strategy is adopted; in this section we also derive the performance of the
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autonomous RAT switching strategy and the assisted RAT switching strategy and we extend the
investigation to the case of more than one user.
To this aim we considered the same scenario previously investigated, with co-located WLAN
access point and WiMAX base station. The resource is assumed equally distributed among
connections within each RAT; this assumption means that the same number of OFDMA-slots
is given to UEs in WiMAX and that the same transmission opportunity is given to all UEs in
WiFi (i.e., they transmit in average for the same time interval, as permitted by IEEE802.11e,
that has been assumed at the MAC layer of the WiFi).
In Fig. 6, the complementary cumulative distribution function (ccd f ) of the perceived
throughput is shown when N = 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, and 20 users are randomly placed in the coverage
area of both technologies: for a given value T of throughput (reported in the abscissa), the
corresponding ccd f provides the probability that the throughput experienced by an user is
higher than T.
For each value of N, 1000 random placements of the users were performed; the already
discussed MRRM strategies are compared:
• autonomous RAT switching;
• assisted RAT switching;
• parallel transmission.
With reference to Fig. 6(a), that refers to the case of a single user, there is obviously
no difference adopting the autonomous RAT switching strategy or the assisted RAT switching
strategy. In the absence of other users the choice made by the two strategies is inevitably the
same: WiFi is used at low distance from the PoA, while WiMAX is preferred in the opposite
case.
The results reported in Fig. 6(a) also conﬁrm that in the case of a single user the perceived
throughput can signiﬁcantly increase thanks to the use of the parallel transmission strategy, as
discussed in Section 4.4. The signiﬁcant improvement provided in this case by the parallel
transmission strategy is not surprising: in the considered case of a single user, in fact, both the
autonomous RAT switching strategy and the assisted RAT switching strategy leave one of the two
RATs deﬁnitely unused, which is an inauspicious condition.
This consideration suggests that the number of users in the scenario plays a relevant role in
the detection of the best MRRM strategy, thus the following investigations, whose outcomes
are reported in ﬁgures from 6(b) to 6(f), refer to scenarios with N = 2, 3, 5, 10, and 20 users,
respectively. As can be observed, when more than one user is considered the dynamic RAT
switching always outperforms the no RAT switching and the advantage of using the parallel
transmission strategy becomes less clear.
Let us focus our attention, now, on Fig. 6(b), that refers to the case of N = 2 users
randomly placed within the scenario. When the parallel transmission strategy is adopted, the
100% of users perceive a throughput no lower than 7.9 Mb/s, whereas the autonomous RAT
switching strategy and the assisted RAT switching strategies provides to the 100% of users a
throughput no lower than 6.3 Mb/s. It follows that, at least in the case of N = 2 users, the
parallel transmission strategy outperforms the other strategies in terms of minimum guaranteed
throughput. Fig. 6(b) also shows that with the parallel transmission strategy the probability
of perceiving a throughput higher than 9 Mb/s is reduced with respect to the case of the
assisted RAT switching strategy. This should not be deemed necessarily as a negative aspect:
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Fig. 6. Ccd f of the throughput perceived by N users randomly placed in the scenario.
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everything considered we can state, in fact, that the parallel transmission strategy is fairer
than the assisted RAT switching strategy (at least in the case of N = 2 users), since it penalizes
lucky UEs (those closer to the PoA) providing a beneﬁt to unlucky users.
Increasing the number of users to N = 3, 5, 10, and 20 (thus referring to Figs. 6(c), 6(d), 6(e),
and 6(f), respectively), the autonomous RAT switching strategy conﬁrms its poor performance
with respect to both the other strategies, while the ccd f curve related to the assisted RAT
switching strategy moves rightwards with respect to the parallel transmission curve, thus
making the assisted RAT switching strategy preferable as the number of users increases.
Let us observe, however, that passing from N = 10 to N = 20 users, the relative positions
of the ccd f curves related to the parallel transmission strategy and the assisted RAT switching
strategy do not change signiﬁcantly and the gap between the two curves is not so noticeable.
It follows that in scenarios with a reasonable number of users the parallel transmission strategy
could still be a good (yet suboptimal) choice, since, differently from the assisted RAT switching
strategy, no signalling phase is needed.

6. Conclusions
In this chapter the integration of RATs with overlapped coverage has been investigated, with
particular reference to the case of a heterogeneous WiFi-WiMAX network.
Three different MRRM strategies (autonomous RAT switching, assisted RAT switching and
parallel transmission) have been discussed, aimed at effectively exploiting the joint pool of
radio resources. Their performance have been derived, either analytically or by means of
simulations, in order to assess the beneﬁt provided to a “dual-mode” user. In the case of
the parallel transmission over two technologies a trafﬁc distribution strategy has been also
proposed, in order to overcome critical interactions with the TCP protocol.
The main outcomes of our investigations can be summarized as follows:
• in no case the autonomous RAT switching strategy is the best solution;
• in the case of a single user the parallel transmission strategy provides a total throughput as
high as the sum of throughputs of the single RATs;
• the parallel transmission strategy generates a disordering of upper layers packets at the
receiver side; this issue should be carefully considered when the parallel transmission
refers to a TCP connection;
• as the number of users increases the assisted RAT switching strategy outperforms the parallel
transmission strategy.
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